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Abstract: Collaborative filtering algorithm is widely used in recommendation system. Aiming at the problems of data sparsity

and low recommendation accuracy in traditional collaborative filtering algorithm, an improved recommendation algorithm is

proposed PT _ SVD++. Firstly, the attribute information of users and the implicit feedback information of items are

introduced to improve the SVD++ algorithm, which solves the insufficient utilization of information and alleviates the

problem of sparse data；Secondly the time effect model is established to further improve the accuracy of the prediction results.

The experimental results on MovieLens dataset show that compared with other algorithms, the average absolute error and

root mean square error of this algorithm are lower, and its recommendation accuracy is higher.
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1. Introduction
In the process of Internet and information technology rapid development, from the beginning information blocks

seriously, now entered the era of impact is the Internet a lot of news every day, every day many users in the face of vast

amounts of information, usually by people around or system is recommended to make a choice, but in the face of the endless

commodity information and resources, the user will see the dazzling, Therefore, it is very difficult to select the best result. In

order to facilitate users to make appropriate choices in this massive amount of information, recommendation system is

launched to solve the problem of "information overload" [1-2]. In collaborative filtering, neighborhood based[3] method and

cryptic model are better methods[4], but the cryptic model based on matrix decomposition has better accuracy and stability in

prediction. It is based on matrix decomposition, and SVD is the representative of the implicit factor model.

2. SVD++ model
Classical SVD algorithm and some deformation of SVD algorithm are based on explicit feedback research, and SVD++

algorithm model which considers both explicit and implicit user feedback [5] is generated accordingly. Explicit feedback refers

to that users actively or under certain prompts and guidance give scores, ratings or language evaluations on the subjective use

or experience of a recommended object or service according to their own preferences, so as to clearly express user experience

and preference. Implicit feedback refers to the data of all users' operation behaviors recorded by the system without users'

knowledge, including observing whether users click on some recommended objects, the number of clicks, the depth of clicks,

the browsing duration, and whether they are favorites. SVD++ adds the implicit feedback of users into the model, so the

scoring prediction function of SVD++ algorithm is defined as:
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Which up is the matrix, on behalf of the user characteristics; ( )N u representing with behavior items collection;
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is the canonical factor;
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 is a characteristic vector, on behalf of the implicit feedback; jy on behalf of the user

implicit preference for goods j , is a recessive factor dimension of the same dimension and vector, all component indicates

the degree of hidden factors like commodity composition.
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According to the scoring prediction function, the optimization objective function can be obtained as follows:
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3. Collaborative filtering algorithm based on time effect and improved

SVD++

3.1 Improved SVD++ algorithm
SVD++ is a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm. Based on matrix decomposition and score prediction, it

combines explicit feedback with implicit feedback to optimize the deficiency of only explicit feedback. Due to the

particularity of implicit feedback, the value of missing value is not taken into account, and the influence of user's own

attributes and the attributes of the recommended object's own characteristics is ignored. In actual evaluation, in addition to

different preferences of users, different attributes of goods will also affect the score. Therefore, an improved SVD++

(P_SVD++) algorithm was proposed, which added user attribute information and implicit feedback information of the project

on the basis of SVD++. The improved formula is as follows:
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Where ( )A u is the attribute set of user u ; ay is the user attribute vector; ( )H i is the implicit feedback set of the

project,
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 the implicit project feedback feature matrix, ig is the project feature vector.

Consider using objective function optimization:
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3.2 Time factor integration
The baseline prediction method mainly has two time effects: the time effect of user bias (scoring scale) and the time

effect of item bias (product popularity). User bias means that users' tastes may change over time and their baseline rating will

change. For example, a movie that a user once gave three stars might now be given four. Item bias refers to the idea that the

popularity of an item changes over time, and changes in the popularity of a movie can be triggered by external events, such as

actors (known or unknown) appearing in a new movie. So the time factor is introduced into the improved model. On day uit ,

user u scores item i as follows:
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Where ( )u uib t is user bias and ( )i uib t is item bias, both are real functions that change over time.

For all users, the mean of scoring time is represented by ut . At present, if users evaluate the movie on the t day, the time

deviation related to scoring is defined as follows

( ) ( ) | |u u udev t sign t t t t    
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Where | |ut t measures the time distance (for example, days) between dates t and ut .

At some time in our lives, may be a sudden unexpected situations, including in the film score data set, the user

evaluation movie, one day to basic comparison unified grading, the evaluation of such behavior occurs only on a certain day,
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reflect the user's mood that day, perhaps a user rating affected him, perhaps is it change the rating criteria, In order to deal

with the influence of this short time, set parameters for all users and every day to respond to the change of the situation on a
particular day. Set this parameter as ,u tw , and the definition of item deviation can be obtained:
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At the same time, a new parameter named u is introduced for each user, and the day t is associated with an integer

( )bin t , so the definition of user deviation can be obtained:
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Where ( )i uiz t represents the extended feature related to time and user bias, iz and

( , )i tz represent the part that is stable

and changes with time, respectively; ,u tw 和 ( )i uiz t represent the situation that the prediction is unstable due to the

introduction of time factor.
The user and item bias are represented by ( )ub t and ( )ib t respectively, both of which include two parts that change with

time and are stable. The stochastic gradient descent algorithm is used to obtain the squared error function value to complete

the learning process and import the time effect. The recommendation model is established in the PS_SVD++ algorithm. Then

user u evaluates item i and the final prediction score formula is as follows:
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4. Experiment

4.1 Evaluation Indicators
In the field of recommendation system, literature [6-7] summarizes various evaluation indicators. Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are selected in this paper to measure the accuracy of prediction. The formula

is as follows:
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Where ,u ir 、 , 'u ir represent the actual score and predicted score respectively, and Test represents the Test set. MAE is

used to calculate the average difference between the predicted value and the real value in the test set. The smaller MAE value

is, the more accurate the prediction of the algorithm is. RMSE is used to calculate the square root of the square sum of the

mean of the prediction error in the test set. Similar to MAE, the smaller RMSE value is, the closer the prediction score is to

the true bisection, and the higher the prediction accuracy of the algorithm is.

4.2 Experimental results and analysis

4.2.1 Analysis of prediction accuracy results
In this experiment, algorithms with different iterations were tested on data sets ML-100K and ML-1m respectively.
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Regularization coefficient  =0.003, factor dimension f =20, and learning rate parameters were set as 0 =0.05, 1 =1.2,

2 = 0.01. Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively show the prediction accuracy results of each algorithm under mL-100K and

ML-1m data sets. It can be seen from the figure that MAE and RMSE values of PT_SVD++ algorithm are smaller than those

of the other three algorithms under different iterations. It can be seen from Figure 2 that in the MLA-100K data set, the MAE

value of PT_SVD++ algorithm fluctuates around 0.69, and the RMSE value fluctuates around 0.86. When the number of

iterations is 50, the MAE of PT_SVD++ algorithm model is the smallest, and the MAE value is about 0.6814. When the

number of iterations is 30, the RMSE of PT_SVD++ algorithm model is the smallest, and its value is about 0.8607.

Fig.1 MAE and RMSE in ML-100K dataset

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the MAE value of PT_SVD++ algorithm fluctuates around 0.68 and the

RMSE value fluctuates around 0.87 in the M1-1M dataset. When the number of iterations is 40, the MAE of

PT_SVD++ algorithm model is the smallest, and the MAE value is about 0.6856. When the number of iterations is

20, the RMSE of PT_SVD++ algorithm model is the smallest, and its value is about 0.8743. It can be seen from

FIG. 2 and 3 that compared with PT_SVD++, the values of the other three algorithms are unstable, and their MAE

and RMSE values are large. Therefore, it can be shown that PT_SVD++ can effectively improve the prediction

accuracy of the algorithm.

Fig.2 MAE and RMSE in ML-1M dataset

5. Summarizes
This paper proposes an improved recommendation algorithm, which is based on SVD + + model and adds

implicit feedback and user attribute information to improve efficiency. Based on time effect modeling, the cost

function is optimized by random gradient descent method to make the function value smaller to the maximum

extent, and then improve the accuracy of prediction. Through experiments on movielens data sets, the sizes of

these data sets are different. From the results, we can know that the method used in this paper can greatly improve

the calculation efficiency, and will not affect the accuracy of prediction. At the same time, it can better improve the

sparse problem of the scoring matrix.
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